MINI5280 Newsletter- January 2016
Hi there, this is just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you are a MINI5280 club member. Don’t forget to add secretary@mini5280.org to
your address book so we’re sure to land in your inbox!

Hi everyone!
I’m very excited to have been elected as secretary for the 2016 and 2017
term. In my short time as a MINIac I’ve grown so fond of the people in this
group and some of the relationships I’ve made here are among my most
treasured. I’m cheerfully looking forward to the adventure that the next two
years of MINIs and friends will bring.







President’s Message
New Officer Introduction
What Happened Last Month
Brian’s Bulletin
MINItainment

1.
2.
3.

Website: http://mini5280.org/
Facebook: MINI5280
A Facebook place for members to talk
about all things MINI: MINI5280
Conversations
A Facebook place to check on club drives
and events: MINI5280 Club Drives
A Facebook place for members to post
classifieds: MINI5280 Buy/Sell/Trade
Our sister club: MiniCOW- Minis of
Colorado and Wyoming
Our national event: MINIs In the Mountains
A local classic Mini club: Minis of the
Rockies (MOTR)

I welcome any feedback and would love for you to know that you’re always
encouraged to submit to me articles or ideas for the newsletter at
secretary@mini5280.org.
In an effort to ensure that all events of a given month have the opportunity
to be included in the newsletter, we’re moving the publication of the
th
newsletter for emailing to be on the 5 of the month. Therefore the DUE
ST
DATE FOR NEWSLETTER SUBMISSIONS IS THE 1 OF THE MONTH.
My first two newsletters are likely to be different from what you’re used to
seeing, but please bear with me as I navigate the twisties to create
something for you to enjoy.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Diana Peterman
MINI5280 Secretary
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Greetings all MINIFANS and welcome to 2016! Please join me
in welcoming and introducing our new Vice President, Rhonda
Johnson; Treasurer, Bob Burgess; and Secretary, Diana
Peterman. We will be the MINI5280 Club Officers for 2016 &
2017 and are looking forward to helping you, our members,
maximize your MINI5280 membership and enjoy the many MINI
events our amazing club and team has to offer!
So far, in 2016, due to some snowy conditions and colder weather than usual in the
Mile High City, we haven’t had a chance to get out and Mingle & Motor, but we did
have a few outings and events through December and the holidays, which I hope
everyone enjoyed. Here’s a quick recap:
On 12/13 we had a wonderful Potluck Christmas Party hosted by Jamie Shope and her
outstanding crew. There were 50+ attendees with everyone contributing a delicious
dish of holiday taste. Gifts were exchanged, a very successful raffle (congratulations
Ralph Ciccarelli on his GoPro!) was enjoyed by all, and we shared many creative MINI
prizes, treats and surprises!
On 12/16 the 3rd annual Craig Hospital Toy Drive took place with 10+ MINIs and 15+
people bringing gifts to the 93 patients and families spending the holidays in
rehabilitation. The majority of gifts were from our friends at A Creative Corner in
Thornton as well as many MINI5280 members who personally shopped and donated a
variety of gifts - outstanding! To cap it off, club member Lisa Shelton provided a very
in-depth tour of the brand new hospital facility and the progressive services the hospital
offers their patients. Thank you Lisa and thank you to everyone who donated their time
and resources to the cause! See below for a great write-up and we hope to see you
next year! :)
Motor On and Thank you for all that you do - Onward & Upward!
Chris Chappell
MINI5280 President
MINI5280.org
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Chris Chappell- MINI5280
President
Hello all! I have been a MINI (maniac) owner
and club member/enthusiast since 2007. To
keep it short and simple, I'm a veteran of 100's
of MINI related drives and events locally and
nationally as a participant and event planner.
I've been fortunate to have been recognized for
my excitement of the MINI brand and
community as well as my journey to get here
after a catastrophic spinal cord injury in 2000
that resulted in quadriplegia. Personally and as
a family (Lisa & Annabelle) I'm honored and excited to be your next club president. Thank you! Oh,
and by the way, MINerva's pretty fast with hand controls. ;)

Rhonda Johnson- MINI5280
Vice President
Hi Everyone! I’m Rhonda and I drive Clara,
who’s named after a character on Dr. Who.
She’s a 2014 Light White Countryman with pink
Union Jack graphics designed by Kristan at
Artistic Reflection. I am originally from
Oklahoma and moved around quite a bit in my
adult life. I lived in Security, Colorado in 1994
and fell in love with the mountains. I knew I
was going to end up here again eventually. I
was finally able to move back in 2011 and am
currently in Broomfield. I am married to Carl, who has a 2012 black Clubman, and have a daughter
Erin, who drives a 2009 Pepper White convertible named Snowflake. I also have a rescue dog
named Milo, a Golden Retriever/Great Pyrenees mix. He does not have a MINI, so he has to ride
with Carl or me. 
There are really two Rhondas I need to introduce you to: pre-MINI Rhonda and the post-MINI
Rhonda. Pre-MINI Rhonda was very much an introvert and loved to sit at home and watch movies. I
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was very content to not leave the house…ever. I did what I had to do at work and then came home to
my safe, comfortable place where I didn’t have to talk to people. THEN I bought Clara  and my
entire world changed. Carl says I am a completely new person. I love getting out on the weekends
and driving to all these new places I’ve never seen before. I am talking to people across the country
and making new friends all the time. There’s still a bit of pre-MINI Rhonda in me: I’m still very quiet at
first, but open up once I get to know you, so if you see me out and I’m not very talkative or don’t come
up to you, please approach me. I’m still trying to get over the introvert that I was for many, many
years. 
Something no one else knows about me: a majority of the people in the club know I like Duran Duran,
but do they know I’ve seen them seven times and in 2005 sat right next to them in a hotel bar? My
girlfriends and I found out which hotel they were staying at and ended up sitting with them in the bar
after a concert. I, of course, was way too nervous and shy to say anything to them, but my friends
chatted them up over a couple beers.

Bob Burgess- MINI5280 Treasurer
Originally from Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, I have lived in Parker, Colorado with my wife of 32 years
Donna, since 2007. I am currently serving as the CFO for Verus Global, a Training and Development
firm. Prior to the move to Colorado, we spent time in Missouri, North Dakota and Kansas. During our
time in Kansas, I worked over 18 years for Kansas State University and we became passionate fans
of the K-State Wildcats. We have one daughter, Rachel, who lives in Maryland and a grand-daughter
Maggie.
I have been intrigued by the Mini Cooper since it was announced they were being re-introduced to the
US. I told Donna that one day I would own a Mini. I experienced that thrill in 2009 with the lease of a
BRG “S”. Shortly after that we joined MINI5280 and have been Motoring On and loving it ever since.
I purchased my next Mini, Daphne, in 2011. She was a Spice Orange “S” and provided much fun. In
2015, Mister Nigel Murray became my current Mini. He’s a Moonwalk Gray Cooper sure to provide
miles of smiles. In addition, Donna has a 2010 Laser Blue “S” named Cleo. I look forward to serving
in the role of Treasurer for the next two years.
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Diana Peterman- MINI5280
Secretary
I adopted Fenton, a 2010 Rally Ed. Clubman S,
in July of 2014. It took some convincing on my
husband Brian’s part for me to consider a change
because I was attached to my aging A4. Though
a rather clinical decision, it is one that I’m
infinitely delighted to have made and now I can’t
imagine not driving him forever! Being MINI has
brought an element to my adult life that I didn’t
know was missing. The people, scenery, food, and fun have been remarkable and keep growing. I
anticipate the strengthening of old friendships and the building of new ones in the next two years, and
will start you off with a few things about me: 1) Among my favorite road trip music you will find Elvis,
Nat King Cole, and Johnny Horton- music that Daddy listened to and I associate with a childhood of
many happy cross-country road trips. 2) If I’m not wearing gloves I apply sunblock to my hands when
I drive. 3) I fancy being the first feet to crunch snow and watch my dogs make fresh footprints,
especially because one is polydactyl. 4) I loathe when cars block the intersection. 5) I delight in
scaring people and I don’t scare easily. 6) It makes me nuts when people close my car doors by his
frameless windows. 7) I keep a dog leash in my car so I can rescue loose dogs if I see one while I’m
driving about. 8) I am soothed by coloring. 9) I prefer bar soap over body wash. 10) I have been
known to lose my mind for finding paper towels in the recycling can. 11) I moonlight as a ninja on
Tuesdays. Just kidding…it’s Wednesdays.

Potluck Pics
It was an evening of plenty: MINIs, friends, good food, and great laughter.
Take a look at some of the fun!

This is custom designed work by to make badges for the outgoing officers
by Kristan Haynes of Artistic Reflection.
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-used with permission by Melissa Benson

-used with permission by Kimberly Krug

-the following pictures were submitted by Teena Solano Craighill
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Denver Rescue Mission
Blanket Delivery
-submitted by Rhonda Johnson
During the MINI5280 Christmas party we sold
tickets to win a GoPro. With the money from the
raffle Jamie Shope was able to purchase 100
blankets for the Denver Rescue Mission. Jamie,
Erin Shay, and Rhonda Johnson delivered the
blankets on Christmas Eve. Thanks for everyone who
participated in the raffle and congratulations to Ralph
Ciccarelli for winning the drawing! The blankets were very
appreciated by the Mission! FYI…75 blankets can fit in the
back of a Countryman! 
Winner of the GoPro raffle, Ralph Ciccarelli.
-photo submitted by Teena Craighill

Third Annual Craig Hospital Toy Drive
-submitted by Lisa Shelton
The “Toy Job”

Group photo of Craig outpatient clinic staff and MINI5280.
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For the third year in a row, Denver’s MINI5280 club gave inpatient and outpatient families at Craig
Hospital a special treat. The owners of A Creative Corner and Friends arts and crafts supply store in
Denver collects toys and gifts throughout the year for Craig families. Each December, the MINI5280
club holds a "Toy Drive". This year a group of ten MINIs decked out in Christmas lights met at A
Creative Corner to pick up the toys. Club members also added their donations to the haul and
caravanned zipping through traffic to deliver the goodies to Craig. Cindy Lawson, outpatient director
and Mary Vidmar, Outpatient Nurse Manager greeted the club at the front doors to collect the toys
and identify families in need associated with Craig Hospital. Drivers circled around the front entrance
in a blur of MINIs. One patient commented that it looked like "The Italian Job". Our own Chris
Chappell, president of MINI5280 is an alumnus of Craig Hospital and former graduate relations
coordinator. Chappell created the Craig Hospital license plate program in Colorado. Chappell is a C6
quadriplegic who has outfitted his customized MINI Cooper R56 with hand controls so that he can
continue to pursue his passion for race cars. Lisa Shelton, MINI5280 club member is a nurse
executive at the hospital and gave a tour of the new facility. The drive blessed many families this year.
Craig Hospital sends a special thank you to MINI5280 and A Creative Corner and Friends for their
generosity.

MINIs parked in the circle at Craig Hospital
as families look on.

David Ratliff with a bag full of goodies. Brrr, it was cold!
About Craig Hospital:
Craig Hospital is a 93-bed, private, not-for-profit, free-standing long-term acute care and rehabilitation
hospital that provides a comprehensive system of inpatient and outpatient medical care, rehabilitation,
neurosurgical rehabilitative care, and long-term follow-up services. Seventy percent of Craig patients
come from outside of Colorado and in 2010 the hospital treated patients from 48 states and several
foreign countries. At any given time, the staff at Craig treats approximately 50-55 inpatients with
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spinal cord injuries, 25-30 with traumatic brain injuries, and 50-60 outpatients. Craig provides housing
for out-of-state families and outpatients, including the first 30 days free for families of new inpatients,
with the average length of stay being 90 days.
Craig Hospital is designated by the National Institute on Disability Rehabilitation and Research
(NIDRR) as a Model System Center for both spinal cord injury and traumatic brain injury. Craig is also
the NIDRR National Statistical TBI database for the other model system centers (2006-2011).

Craig Hospital License Plate

COOLANT
The cooling system is one of the most overlooked systems in your vehicle and most people don’t
consider it until there is an issue. The importance of the cooling system on your vehicle is only
second to the engine oil lubrication system to keeping your engine running for a long time. The
cooling system of a vehicle is more complicated than people realize and while it may not have to deal
with the same extremes and forces as the engine oil system, there is still some preventive
maintenance that requires execution.
I’m sure that by now I have most of you convinced on the importance of a shortened engine oil
service interval with quality engine oil and filter. The same method of thinking goes for the cooling
system. On MINIs the service interval for coolant is never; according to MINI it is a lifetime fluid. I
have never gotten a good answer about what constitutes “lifetime”, but basically it means a fluid that
they don’t want to replace while the vehicle is under warranty to keep their cost of ownership score
down.
Let’s talk about what coolant is and why is it so important. Coolant (antifreeze) is a mix of ethylene
glycol, water and protective additives; and in BMW or MINI is bluish in color. As you can probably
guess every manufacturer has its own recommendation for the type of coolant required. The technical
name for the coolant we use is called HOAT (hybrid organic acid technology). This means that there
are some silicate corrosion inhibitors, lubricants, buffers and other fancy stuff in there. While
European cars were the first to start using HOAT coolants it looks like other manufacturers are
starting to change over. You’ll find that European cars are usually on the forefront of technology then
everyone else has to play catch up.
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The main job of coolant is to transfer the heat from the engine to the radiator where it will dissipate to
outside air, but there are some other functions that coolant needs to perform such as:
-transferring heat to the heater core to heat the cabin
-protecting the cooling system from summer boil overs and winter freeze-ups
-warming the transmission to operating temperature faster through a transmission fluid to the
engine coolant heat exchanger
-protecting various metals in the system against corrosion
-protecting excessive silicate gel precipitation which causes clogging of the cooling system.
When you purchase factory coolant, which I think is awesome, though I don’t share the same love for
their engine oil, you will need to mix it with water. The most common mixture ratio is 50/50, 50%
water and 50% coolant, so when you buy a gallon of coolant you get actually two gallons of usable
coolant. This will give you freeze protection up to about -40 degrees Fahrenheit. While this might
seem excessive for some areas, by leaving your MINI outside in the winter the wind chill factor might
get you closer to this number faster than you think, more so in the mountains than the city. The
mixture ratio is important to remember: if the coolant is used without dilution it doesn’t have heat
transfer capabilities and will cause damage to the water pump, and if it’s too thin it loses protection
against freezing, electrolysis and corrosion. There is some debate on what kind of water you need to
use to mix with the coolant. While the purists believe you should use arctic glacier, mountain stream,
triple distilled, charcoal filtered water, with the protective additives in MINI coolant (plus Denver water
isn’t really that bad), tap water is perfectly acceptable to use. A good rule of thumb is if the water is
good enough to drink it’s good enough for your MINI. The only exception to consider is well water
because minerals in the water might cause clogging issues over time, but just topping off would
probably not hurt anything.
If you don’t have access to MINI coolant when you need to top it off, I would rather you use straight
water than some garbage coolant from the parts store. Parts store coolant is typically too acidic and
will have adverse reactions to the coolant already in your car which will cause damage to your cooling
system components. Normal top off interval would be about 500ml every 5k miles or so. Basically, I
expect to top off your coolant during the engine oil service and at the next oil service see that coolant
level close to the minimum; any more than that indicates an issue.
Just like engine oil there are additives in coolant that lubricate and protect components in the cooling
system such as hoses, radiators, and water pumps. These additives in the coolant break down over
time causing premature wear on the components. Small flakes of metal from the coolant passages
through the engine and cylinder head will break away and start flowing around the cooling system.
These small pieces of debris will eat away at seals and other vulnerable parts of the system. This
debris can also get caught in small places like coolant passages in the engine, cylinder head, radiator
and heater core.
One thing that can happen with old coolant is that it can cause electrolysis because coolant can
actually produce a voltage just like a battery. It will break down and become acidic and with the
dissimilar metals in the system you have the makings of a battery. Much like gold plated jewelry,
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debris floating around the cooling system will get plated to the coolant passages in the engine,
cylinder head, radiator and heater core. This will cause a restriction and be difficult to clean out.
Some of the same reasons we need to change our engine oil regularly make it necessary to flush out
the coolant in the cooling system and replace with fresh new coolant. On average the cooling system
should be flushed out about every three years and replaced with new coolant. During this service I
vacuum and pressure check the system to look for any leaks. I also make sure that the water pump
and thermostat are working properly along with the cooling fans. Sometimes when flushing out the
coolant system a leak will appear somewhere. While this is annoying this is a good sign that a flush
was needed because it indicates that the debris in the cooling system was blocking a hole
somewhere and was washed away with the cooling system flush.
I know that with most automotive repairs this can seem daunting, but my hope is to help you
understand that by taking simple measures from the beginning of your MINI’s health you can prevent
a host of issues later on down the line.
Happy Motoring!
Brian Peterman
BMW/MINI Master Technician
Shop Foreman at Avalon Motorsports
Msportdoctor@gmail.com

Let’s see how many song titles about cars and driving you’re familiar with!

Song Title Scramble
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December MINItainment answers:

Rwhat?

R56

R59
R50

F55

R55

R52

R57

R60

R53

R61

F56

R58

Is your MINI wanting a chance in the spotlight? Show it off! Send over a few pictures of you
and/or your MINI along with a description to secretary@mini5280.org and they will show up in
the following month's newsletter!
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